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The year 2010 bears a marked significance in the campaign “40 Years of Wacoal’s Profound Understanding in Women”.
Wacoal, in conjunction with the National Cancer Institute, has graciously invited Her Royal Highness Princess Sirivannavari Nariratana to
design its exclusive lingerie collection under the name of the “Princess Collection” to raise funds for the establishment of the Centre for
Breast Cancer at the National Cancer Institute.
The Princess Collection had its beginnings when Her Royal Highness made a visit to breast cancer patients at the National
Cancer Institute and learned of administrative difficulties, especially in establishing the Centre for Breast Cancer. As a fashion designer,
she offered her assistance through designing women’s lingerie to raise funds for the project. Wacoal, on its part, has for many years
carried out an educational campaign on breast cancer with the “Wacoal’s Pink Ribbons for Fighting Breast Cancer” campaign that aims to
make women aware, look after themselves and fight the disease, and also sends out mobile mammogramme units to service women.
In addition to her creative part in designing the collection, Her Royal Highness Princess Sirivannavari designed the concept for
the fashion show, which was a big success and demonstrated her creative talents, powerful work discipline and dedication to every little
detail involved in haute couture. Indeed, it opened a new era of lingerie fashion shows in Thailand.
The Princess Collection consists of 29 sets of lingerie that are remarkable in the advanced technology employed in their
manufacture, with assorted fabrics and materials, such as see-through lace, top-quality satin, ribbons and also decorative crystals. The
collection has four themes:
• Flower
• Gladiator
• Neo-romantic
• Animal
For this exclusive collection, Her Royal Highness is also involved as the campaign’s photographer. She said, “It’s my first time
as a fashion photographer. My photographs are to be used for three purposes; for the advertising campaign for the Princess Collection,
for fashion pages in LIPS magazine and for display at the Soft Power Exhibition, which is a continuation of the Princess Collection
The Royal Photography Exhibition entitled Soft Power is on show on the 4th floor of the Bangkok Art and Culture Centre and
demonstrates Her Royal Highness Princess Sirivannavari’s photographic talents in showing feminine soft power which is, at the same
time, alluring and displays the mother’s protective instinct. Multimedia and mixed media, with innovative forms of presentation, have been
combined to enhance the sensation and give dimension to the exhibit. According to HRH, “this is not an exhibition of photography alone.
It also incorporates multimedia that are emotionally charged with messages and sentiments.”

